
NHC 5G Fixed Wireless Access 

(FWA), powered by a super-powerful 

nationwide 5G network, enables 

next-gen customer experiences with 

next-level performance. End users 

can realize the following:

Unlimited data consumption

Low latency

Faster speeds

Agile connectivity

Virtually limitless innovation

5G Fixed Wireless
Connectivity you can STACK™ on.

Ensure you have everything you need to grow your business and thrive. 
THE Communications STACK Provider™

Utilizing 5G Fixed Wireless
Our 5G plans are available on C-band only 
and require an NHC provided C-band certified 
CradlePoint W1850.

Choose from up-to 100 Mb and up-to 200Mb 
downlink speed options!*

Unlimited data allowance 

Not qualified yet for 5G? Future-proof your 
connectivity with a 5G enabled device and 
one of our 4G FWA plans!

4G FWA speed options of 25Mb and 50Mb 
will automatically convert once 5G capacity 
becomes available at your location!**

Realize greater speeds and reliability 
when you leverage the power of 5G.

Benefits of NHC 5G Fixed Wireless

Speed & Performance - Enhanced 5G speed tiers feature 
no data limits or throttling, which provides optimal 
connectivity for the customer and a better experience for 
their remote workers – without worrying about overages.

Innovation Ready – Connect to the internet with improved 
efficiency as a primary or a redundant connection. End 
Users can take advantage of 5G speeds, expanded capacity, 
reduced jitter for video streaming, and preparation for 
next-generation network use.

Failover Solution – In the event of a network outage on a 
primary wired access, leveraging our 5G FWA is clean, easy 
and cost-effective!

Backup internet and failover solutions are best for:
Healthcare, manufacturing, or industries requiring reliable 
connectivity for critical applications 
Organizations that need high-speed internet for new stores, 
branches, or worksites
First responders, those in remote areas, and others seeking to 
stay connected in adverse conditions

*   5G service requires successful service address qualification
** 4G FWA plans metered $15/Gb over 300Gb per billing cycle
** 25Mb converts to 100Mb when deployed with CradlePoint W1850
** 50Mb converts to 200Mb when deployed with CradlePoint W1850

Are you ready for 5G? Contact NHC Channel Sales TODAY! 
channelsales@nhcgrp.com


